Abstract -Physically-based dynamic simulation has been an active research area for many years. It is an important technique to enhance the realism of interactive multimedia or computer graphics applications. However, while most of these applications require real-time performance to handle user interactions, dynamic simulation is generally expensive computationally, as simulating a flexible (non-rigid) object is typically done by modeling it with a large number of rigid bodies, in which constraints or impulses among the rigid bodies need to be processed continuously. In addition, in an interactive type of application, the motion of rigid bodies may sometimes be intervened. Such interactions, however, cannot be modeled with typical dynamic simulation techniques, such as associating constraints or behavior functions to the rigid bodies, due to its unpredictable nature. In this paper, we present a method for simulating flexible connectors. Our method combines dynamic constraints and impulse-based simulation to support real-time simulation of flexible connectors, such as ropes or chains. It also handles dynamic interventions efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia and computer graphics technologies are widely applied in digital entertainment in recent years. Typical examples of digital entertainment include computer games, digital movies / music, and online chatting / instant messaging. Among these applications, computer games are the most demanding one, as users of such application often expect to perceive realistic and high quality output in an interactive manner. In light of this, we present a new real-time simulation method for flexible connectors. It enriches computer games by supporting interactive simulation of a string-like object with rigid bodies at the two ends, such as rope, hose or hanging earring, in a realistic way.
Traditionally, a connector may be modeled by a series of connected rigid bodies with a distance constraint set between each pair of neighboring rigid bodies. The total distance constraint of a connector, which is the sum of all the between-pair distance constraints within the connector, should be kept within a threshold. For instance, if the connector is a joint, the threshold may be set to zero. If the connector is a rope, the threshold may be set to the length of the rope. When the total distance constraint is violated, constraint forces are applied to the connected rigid bodies throughout the connector. For example, if a rope is in tension, a force will be exerted to each of the connected rigid bodies of the rope; otherwise, the connected rigid bodies would perform free falling provided that no external force is acting on them. In practice, the motion of a flexible connector is difficult to model efficiently.
In this paper, we present a method to simulate the motion of flexible connectors and to handle the interventions with them. Our method models a flexible connector with a series of particles and associates a distance constraint between each pair of neighboring particles. With existing methods, every time when a flexible connector changes its shape, we need to resolve the constraints once, which is very time-consuming. In contrast, our method keeps track of the distance constraints in the flexible connector and resolves the constraint impulses only if the distance constraints are violated. This approach speeds up the simulation process. The main contributions of the paper include:
• providing an efficient way to support real-time simulation of a flexible connector, and • handling interventions to the flexible connector.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III lays out the technical preliminaries. Section IV presents the new method. Section V shows some experimental results and Section VI briefly concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In general, there are three main approaches for simulating physically-based dynamics: constraint-based approach, impulse-based approach, and particle systems. They are briefly summarized as follows.
A. Constraint-based Approach
The constraint-based approach models a flexible object as a collection of physically-based primitive elements, namely rigid bodies, in which each of them is associated with certain geometric constraints, such as position and orientation. The setting up of geometric constraints to the rigid bodies implicitly formulate the configuration, i.e. the shape, of the flexible object. During a simulation, physical laws will be applied to these rigid bodies to compute their motions. The simulation program will then keep track of and maintain the satisfaction of the geometric constraints continuously. A method of this approach is Dynamic Constraint [12] . The method is flexible as it supports several constraint settings, including fixed positions, navigation paths and orientation. It also allows new types of constraints to be added. On the other hand, [11] simulates the motion of linked figures based on kinematic constraints, behavior functions, and inverse dynamics. The inputs of the method are the physical and behavioral characteristics defined for the linked figures in their initial state, which cannot be changed during the simulation. The kinematic constraints confine the movements of the free portions of the linked figures in motion generation. The behavior function determines how the linked figures should react to the environment, and inverse dynamics provides a means to determine forces required to produce certain motion. In [10] , the simulation of rigid body dynamics is treated as point dynamics with constraints. An object is simulated by separating it into many points with constraints. Subsequently, rigidity is added as a constraint to each point of the object to hold the points together to form the object. In general, the constraint-based methods suffer from high computational cost in solving the constraints.
B. Impulse-based Approach
The impulse-based approach models the interactions among objects as collision impulses. Thus, the performance of the collision detection algorithm used is important to the efficiency of the simulation. Similar to the constraint-based approach, this approach also simulates an object as connected rigid bodies. In [8] , the dynamics of continuous contacts between objects is solved based on the holonomic constraints. This method also extends the impact analysis to handle continuous and simultaneous contacts of many objects. In [3] , all types of contacts are modeled through a series of collision impulses between objects. The method evaluates the collision impulses through three main assumptions: Infinitesimal collision time, Poisson's hypothesis, and Coulomb friction model. Infinitesimal collision time implies that the position of the objects does not change at the moment when the collision occurs. Poisson's hypothesis divides the collision into two states, compression and restitution, for analysis. Coulomb friction model is used to simulate the friction when the collision occurs. Other impulse-based methods include [4, 7, 9] . They consider more factors in simulating the motion of an object, such as contact force, friction force and the effect of a collision impulse acting on different parts of an object, to enhance the simulation result. However, dynamics without collisions, such as flexible connector stretching, is difficult to model using the impulse-based approach.
C. Particle Systems
Particle Systems [13] are usually used to simulate nonrigid objects. It formulates an object as a cloud of particles. During a simulation, particles are generated, move, change their properties and are destroyed according to their lifetimes. Such approach may offer an alternative solution for modeling a flexible connector. Typical applications of particle systems include the simulation of natural phenomenon, e.g. fire, smoke, water, clouds and snow, in which each particle is attached with certain appropriate properties, such as mass, velocity, and motion behavior, to model a tiny part of the object. However, it is not straightforward to adopt the particle systems to model a flexible connector. First, with particle systems developed for fire or fluid simulations [2, 13] , particles generally have a limited lifetime and are destroyed as the time passes. Such property is not applicable for simulating a flexible connector. Second, objects modeled by a particle system generally do not have a well-defined shape, while we need to know the shape when modeling a flexible connector. To address this issue, a mass-spring model can be set up in a particle system [1, 6] . The shape of an object at any particular state can then be obtained by running the system into an equilibrium state with regard to the springs among particles. However, such process can be time-consuming while the shape of a flexible connector may change continuously. Particle systems may not be practical for some interactive applications.
III. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
We formulate a flexible connector as a collection of particles. To simulate both the shape and the motion of the connector, we keep track of the distance constraints between neighboring particles and evaluate the impulses at the end points of the connector. To do this, we maintain both the position ) (t x and the orientation ) (t r of each particle at any particular time t, where
is a vector of the 3D coordinates representing the spatial location of the particle. ) (t r can be represented by Euler angles and quaternion. Euler angles specify the rotation angle of a particle with respect to the three principle axes, while quaternion specifies the axis and the angle of the rotation. For instance, a rotation of angle θ around axis [ ]
To model the motion of the connector, we maintain both the linear velocity, , where m is the mass and a is the acceleration, the impulse becomes
IV. OUR METHOD In our method, we model a flexible connector as a series of connected particles. To simulate the motion of the connector, each particle is simulated individually as a free object. The simulation is divided into two parts. The first part is to evaluate the interaction at the end points of the flexible connector by considering both the constraint impulse acting on these points and the distance constraint of the connector (Ref. Section IV.A). The second part is to reposition the particles that representing the flexible connector using the particle system approach (Ref. Section IV.B). Here, we also show how to extend the simulation to handle interventions to the flexible connector (Ref. Section IV.C).
A. End Points Interaction
Preliminaries: A flexible connector is dynamic in nature and its shape may change over time. To enhance the simulation performance, the constraint impulse exerted on any particle of the connector will not be evaluated if the distance constraint between the particle and its neighbor is not violated. Technically, this means that the distance, ) , (
, between i x and j x , does not violate the distance constraint,
where i x and j x are the ith and jth particles of the connector, respectively, and d() is the distance function. 
By solving these constraints, the interaction between the end points can be determined.
B. Simulating the Connector
Our method computes the end point positions of a flexible connector before simulating the connector itself. This helps eliminate the complicated computations on the constraints for the connected particles of the connector. With the end point positions of the connector computed, the remaining task is to ensure that the simulated result is physically close to the correct one. In particular, the following constraints should be satisfied:
• the end points of the connector should be at the correct positions, • the shape of the connector should not change too much between any two consecutive frames, in order to produce a more realistic effect, and • the length between each neighboring pair of particles should not exceed the length constraint. The flexible connector is simulated by particle system. It is modelled as a set of particles. There are three main factors determining the simulation result:
• Mass of the connector: It affects how each particle of the connector is pulled towards or apart from its neighboring ones in the simulation. Such pulling effect reduces as the mass of a particle increases. In the simulation, the particles representing the connector end points are set to have infinite mass.
• Length of the connector: Given that a fixed number of particles are used to simulate the connector, increasing the length of the connector increases the distance between neighboring particles.
• Number of particles to represent the connector: Increasing the number of particles enhances the "smoothness" of the connector, as the length of each connector segment will be shorten. This helps the connector bend much softly. During the simulation, the updated position of a particle would be evaluated if the distance constraint of one of its segments, nei r , is violated. nei r is evaluated as:
where k is the length of the connector and n is the number of particles used to model the connector. In practice, we revise the distance constraint by including a user acceptable error threshold, h. After repositioning every particle according to their neighboring ones, we reposition each particle according to the particle-to-end point distance as shown in Figure 2 . The repositioning only occurs if such distance violates the distance constraint end r :
where k is the length of the connector, q is the particle-toend-point distance of the q th particle, and n is the number of particles used to model the connector.
As the mass of the end point is set to be infinity, the displacement,
In each iteration, the constraint checking and repositioning of the end points are scheduled at the last step. Hence, the particles of the connector would not be mis-repositioned to go beyond the end points due to the distance error between neighboring particles. The velocity of each particle can be computed using inverse dynamics after each iteration. Such information would be used as the input to the next iteration. Figure 3 shows the workflow of our method for simulating a flexible connector.
C. Intervention Handling
In an interactive environment, a flexible connector may be disturbed by certain interventions, such as putting a pin to hang a rope. To keep the simulation running interactively, we process interventions by dividing a connector into parts rather than by conducting complex physical simulation. Figure 4 illustrates the idea by considering a rope with one end attached to a fixed point and the other end to a free object. Suppose a force is acted on a particular point of the rope, we logically break the rope into two parts at this point. One part will be responsible for simulating the rope from the fixed point to the point receiving the intervention (segment within the blue box), while another part simulates the rope from the point receiving the intervention to the end point attaching the free object (segment within the red box). If there is not a particle representing the break point, a new particle will be added to represent the point. Then, the properties of the divided connectors, such as the connector length, need to be adjusted. Finally, an individual simulation will be run on the divided connectors separately.
This technique of handling intervention to flexible connectors is unique to our method. First, intervention to flexible connectors is difficult to model in typical rigid body dynamic simulation techniques. As the time of the intervention is generally not predictable, such intervention cannot be modeled by behavior functions or constraints, which are the basis of typical rigid body dynamic simulation techniques. Second, conventional simulation methods cannot be used to divide a connector into parts for handling intervention to flexible connectors, as it would then change the system setting and hence would affect the correctness of the simulation result.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Our experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel® Core™2 Duo 2.13 GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. We have compared the performance of our new method with the Dynamic Constraint method [12] , a physically-based dynamic simulation package SD/FAST, and a simple particle system. Experiment 1: In this experiment, we simulate a rope, which is attached to a fixed point at one end and a free object at the other end in our simulation. We run this simulation with the aforementioned methods and measure their performance for 100 time frames. Figure 5 shows the experimental results. From the results, we can see that both the Dynamic Constraint method and the SD/FAST package cannot support real-time simulation. This is because the Dynamic Constraint method needs to perform a series of complicated matrix computations, which involve finding the inverse of singular matrices. Such computations are very time-consuming to perform. The SD/FAST package performs even worse, as it may needs to run several iterations of such computations in each time frame. Among all existing methods, only the particle system runs fast enough to support real-time simulation. In addition, its performance is very stable in terms of the computation time spent in each time frame, as it performs the same amount of calculations in each frame. Nevertheless, our method performs even better than the particle system. On average, our new method runs 2.76 times faster than the particle system. Unlike the particle system, which spends time on sorting out the forces acting on individual particles of the rope and evaluating the motions of the particles, our method reduces the simulation process to the repositioning of the particles representing the rope rather than.
Experiment 2:
In this experiment, we simulate the free falling motion of a rope in a cube space with 1.2m on each side. The rope is of 0.2m in length, which is attached to the center of the cube at one end and a handle at the other end. Initially, the rope is picked towards the top of the cube space using the handle. Then, the rope is dropped down by releasing the handle. We regard the result obtained from the Dynamic Constraint method as the ideal one and use it as the reference method. Consequently, we evaluate the correctness of each studied method by measuring the average position difference of the rope segments obtained from the method against the reference one. The results are shown in Figure  6 . By observation, the result obtained from the particle system is the worst. Since in the particle system, the rope is modeled by connecting the particles with hard springs, which may cause the particles to receive large forces easily, the rope segments may generally vibrate with large magnitudes. This is especially true for those segments from the heavy particles, e.g., those representing the handle. This introduces large errors to the particle system based simulation. In contrast, SD/FAST produces a better result since it models flexible connectors using similar constraints as the reference method does, even though the two methods solve the constraints through different algorithms. Although our method models flexible connectors using the particle system, our method still produces a better result than the generic particle systems and the SD/FAST method. This is because our method includes a particle repositioning mechanism, as mentioned in Section IV.B, to correct the simulation results. 
Demonstration:
We have implemented a simple virtual environment, where a virtual character is playing a nunchaku. The nunchaku is formed by two sticks, which are connected by a flexible connector. Screen shots of the demonstration are shown in Figure 7 . In the demonstration, the virtual character holds and moves the nunchaku by one of its stick, and leaves the other stick of the nunchaku moving freely (Ref. Figure 7(a) ). Then, the virtual character stops moving the nunchaku (Ref. Figure  7(b) ). The free moving stick moves upward for a while as affected by the former manipulation from the virtual character (Ref. Figure 7(c) ) and falls down later due to gravity (Ref. Figure 7(d) ). As the free moving stick keeps falling, it eventually receives impulses because the distance constraints of the flexible connector become violated (Ref. Figure 7(e) ). When the virtual character moves the nunchaku again, the free moving stick performs free falling again at certain time, when the distance constraints of the flexible connector is not violated (Ref. Figure 7(f) ).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new method for simulating flexible connectors. Our method is simple as it does not require deriving a separate set of equations or behavior functions for different constraints or for flexible connectors with different structures, while the constraintbased methods typically requires this. According to our experimental results, the new method performs better than some existing methods in terms of computational costs and accuracy.
